Abstract-This paper describes an approach to the specification and management of the agents and resources that are required to support the execution of complex systems and processes. The paper suggests that a resource should be viewed as a provider of a set of capabilities that are needed by a system or process, where that set may vary dynamically over time and with circumstances. This view of resources is defined and then made the basis for the framework of an approach to specifying, managing, and allocating resources in the presence of real-world complexity and dynamism. The ROMEO prototype resource management system is presented as an example of how this framework can be instantiated. Some case studies of the use of ROMEO to support system execution are presented and used to evaluate the framework, the ROMEO prototype, and our view of the nature of resources.
INTRODUCTION
T HE complex systems upon which society has grown more and more reliant are increasingly complex collaborations between humans, software systems, hardware components, and various existing bureaucracies. Software engineers have typically focused much of their attention upon the software components of such systems. But we believe that there is also considerable value in considering the overall structure of such systems, both in order to improve system functioning and also as a way to better understand the role of the individual software components of such systems. In considering systems of this kind it has become increasingly clear to us that the role of resources is all too often overlooked.
Many studies in diverse research areas have focused on the effective utilization of resources in different domains. Although the general notion of what constitutes a resource seems similar in most of these different areas, their types, characteristics, and constraints governing their behavior seem quite different depending on the particular domain and the nature of the research itself. This paper aims to present an overall, unifying view of what resources are by considering them in the larger contexts of systems and processes in general, rather than in the context of specific domains. The paper also introduces some tools and methods for dealing with this pervasive kind of entity.
To get a better sense of the diversity of the projects that have dealt with resources, consider a representative sample of studies from a few different domains. Urgaonkar et al. [1] studied "resource overbooking and application profiling in a shared hosting platform." This study focused on optimizing only two resources: CPU utilization and network interface bandwidth for shared Internet-hosting servers. The resource structure was primarily static and the requests for resources were kernel-level system calls specified by the operating system of the hosting platform. Mailler et al. [2] studied "cooperative negotiation for soft real-time distributed resource allocation." This multi-agent system study looked at the problem of allocating only one resource, namely, a set of sensors for tracking targets in a real-time environment. Kulkarni et al. [3] studied a system in which the resources were networked cameras. These resources were structured in layers. While they had varying power and functionality, all of these resources were cameras and were thus relatively homogeneous.
In the manufacturing domain, Monch et al. [4] studied the modeling and allocation of resources required to control functionality on a shop floor. Resources in this study were far more heterogeneous and were structured hierarchically. The main goal of this model of resources was to support optimization through simulation. But the simulations assumed that the resources had statically defined sets of capabilities, although considerable dynamism in capability availability typically characterizes actual shop floor activities. Du and Shan [5] presented a resource management system whose aim was the efficient use of resources by a workflow management system. This work incorporates some of the diversity and rigor that we aim to achieve in our own research, as it includes a resource definition language (RDL) that seems capable of supporting the specification of considerable resource diversity, a resource query language (RQL) for specifying resource requests, and a resource policy language (RPL) for specifying additional constraints. This project, however, did not address the need for resource allocation capabilities, namely, facilities for selecting the specific resources that should be selected to satisfy specific resource requests, which we regard as a primary reason for specifying resources in many applications domains.
The work we describe in this paper goes beyond these previous efforts in that it addresses the increasingly acute problem of providing effective management of very diverse kinds of resources in the context of highly constrained, dynamic, heterogeneous systems that often must execute in critical situations. Our early investigations have suggested that this problem requires a clear understanding of the fundamental nature of resources, a holistic approach to resource specification and management, a comprehensive resource management service, and powerful facilities to support dynamic resource allocation decisions. This work addresses all of these issues in the context of an overall unifying view of resource specification and management.
Although the applicability of this work to a variety of different domains seems to be implied quite clearly here, the principal motivating and illustrative example domain in this paper is hospital emergency department (ED) systems and processes. We have chosen this domain both because its inherent complexity and dynamism create major challenges to resource definition and management and also because the domain itself is of critical importance to society. In short, our view is that the study of hospital resource management could both clarify stringent resource specification and management demands, and also demonstrate that software engineering approaches could have an important positive effect on such key application domains as healthcare delivery.
According to a recent survey from the National Center for Health Statistics, the average amount of time that a patient spends in a US hospital ED is 3.3 hours [6] . For larger hospitals, such as the Baystate Hospital in Western Massachusetts, this time can be significantly higher (closer to 7 hours). A large part of an ED visit involves waiting for patient care services. Depending on the acuity level of the patient, 60-90 percent of the time of an ED visit is spent waiting [6] . A primary reason for this considerable amount of waiting seems to be inadequate levels of scarce resources, and it has been suggested that more effective management of these resources could reduce waiting time. Our expectation was that the application of our resource specification and management approaches would indeed be able to suggest ways to reduce ED waiting time. The following elaboration of some of the complicating issues in dealing with resources in the hospital ED domain should illustrate some of the complexities and challenges in defining and managing real-world resources, and thereby further motivate the need for a powerful and holistic approach such as the one suggested in the work we describe here.
A hospital ED is a complex domain containing a remarkable diversity of types of resources, some of which are humans, such as doctors, nurses, registration clerks, and orderlies. But software systems such as Electronic Healthcare Records (EHRs) and Physician Computer Order Entry (PCOE) systems, are other types of resources, and equipment such as X-ray or CT-scan machines, many of which are increasingly reliant upon embedded software, constitutes still another important type of resources. Other types of resources, such as beds, blood, and medicines, are also crucially important. There is further diversity in the individual instances of each of these resource types. Different doctors have different skill levels and qualifications, different X-Ray machines have different characteristics, and even different beds can accommodate different types of patients. The situation is further complicated by the considerable use of aliasing in describing some of these types of resources. For example, the names "doctor," "pediatrician," "surgeon," "attending MD," "director," "primary care giver" may all be attached to the same individual, sometimes all at the same time, but sometimes only in certain specific contexts. In addition, we note that the use of these different names in response to different circumstances may sometimes influence the functions that the resources may be either permitted or required to perform.
Thus, the dynamism inherent in this domain makes quite complex such tasks as capturing the structure of the domain's resources, fully understanding the requests for these resources, and making intelligent decisions about the allocation of the resources. There are other ways in which dynamism makes resource management in this domain very complex. We note, for example, that in extraordinary situations an ED resource may provide services or perform functions that it would ordinarily not perform. For example, a physician's assistant may perform an activity such as writing an order (i.e., prescribing medication) for a patient with chest pain in an extraordinary situation, whereas this is a task that would only be performed by a physician under ordinary circumstances. Such possible changes in the availability of certain capabilities of a given resource need to be modeled accurately and carefully so that the utilization of these resources can be managed effectively.
Other kinds of dynamism provide further complications. For example, there are times in the ED care-giving process when the patient's acuity level can change and the patient's priority for resource allocation must then change accordingly. Moreover, other policies dictate that resources in EDs may need to be preempted. Thus, for example, a doctor who is supervising the treatment of a patient having a low acuity level may be preempted in order to supervise the treatment of a patient who is acutely ill. This, in turn, might then entail preemption of a bed or prioritized access to a device such as an X-ray machine. Many EDs are divided into multiple sections, such as the main ED, the ED fast track, and ED pediatric care. Pediatric patients are ordinarily constrained to be assigned to a bed in ED pediatric care. Under emergency circumstances, however, a pediatric patient may be assigned to a bed in the main ED. A patient in the main ED, however, can never be allowed to be treated in the pediatric section under the policies in place at some hospitals.
These examples also illustrate the importance of relations among resources. We note that the utilization of these ED resources has been shown to be typically constrained by a wide range of relations that arise from such considerations as existing hospital policies and patient care processes, both of which can be quite complex. For example, in most hospitals, a patient usually must wait until a bed becomes available inside the main ED in order for the patient to receive treatment. However, under extraordinary circumstances in some EDs, a bed or wheelchair located in a hallway can sometimes be considered to be equally usable as a site at which treatment can be received. On the other hand, in many EDs a trauma bed can never be allocated to a nontrauma patient even if the ED is badly overloaded with patients. Further, note that an acuity level is assigned to each incoming patient during initial triage, and various hospital policies then govern the way that this acuity level dictates the priority that resource requests for this patient will receive subsequently. Thus, ED resource specifications and allocation may be required to satisfy numerous potentially complex constraints needed to define complex substitution, preemption, and priority relationships.
The above discussion illustrates just some of the dimensions of diversity, dynamism, and constraints upon resource management in hospital EDs. Thus, this example domain illustrates the need for a resource management framework that satisfies the following resource specification and management requirements:
1. Diversity: The need to support the precise and detailed specification of broad ranges of types of resources. 2. Dynamism: The need to support the precise specification of how resources change their behaviors in response to changes in circumstances. 3. Constraints: The need to support the precise and detailed specification of the potentially complex constraints and relations among resource behaviors and the environments in which they are used. 4. Allocation: The need to support the precise and detailed specification of the potentially complex policies that are used to guide the assignment of resources, and to apply those policies to support the actual assignment of resources to tasks. Our efforts to devise such a facility rested ultimately and most fundamentally upon the need for a basic understanding of the nature of what a resource is. Although the term resource is in very wide use in a variety of disciplines, its fundamental nature seems surprisingly elusive. Thus, for example, in our early work we found it difficult to distinguish cleanly between the way a system component requires and uses a resource and the way that it requires and uses inputs. While these two concepts seem to be intuitively quite different, a formal distinction has proven to be elusive. Consideration of such quandaries has led us to suggest a basic characterization of the nature of a resource, which in turn supports our proposed framework for resource specification and management. This paper presents our characterization and framework, and evaluates them through the use of a prototype resource specification and management system and the application of this system to support the specification and management of resources in a realistic model of a hospital ED.
Section 2 presents our view of the nature of resources, and introduces terminology and notation needed to be precise about these ideas. Section 3.1 describes a conceptual framework for resource management, and the ROMEO prototype that is an instance of this framework. Section 4 describes the experimental setup used for the case studies used to support the evaluation of our ideas and approaches. Section 5 presents the results of some of these case studies. Section 6 relates our work to other work on resources. Section 7 discusses potential threats to the validity and scalability of our work and Section 8 draws some conclusions.
APPROACH

Characterizing Resources
As noted above, we are interested in helping to build complex systems that synergize the activities of humans, software, hardware devices, and bureaucratic paperwork flows to address some of the most pressing and complex problems that society faces. At a very high architectural level such systems can be viewed as collections of component capabilities that carry out functional processing activities using data entities and other kinds of artifacts as inputs and passing other data and artifacts to other components as their processing products. But, as noted above, a closer inspection of such systems reveals that these components also require the support of resources in order to do their work. Indeed, in an important sense these components might usefully be viewed as resources themselves. We believe that the management of these resources can have strong effects upon the overall effectiveness of such systems. Going still further, we observe that such systems typically function by executing activity sequences and artifact flows that specify or define the ways in which system components and capabilities are to be coordinated. We refer to these specifications of activity coordination sequences as process definitions. Thus, our view is that process definitions must specify activity and component sequencing and coordination, but they must also incorporate specifications of the resources that each activity requires in order to do its job in the performance of these system processes.
Thus, for example, the process of taking an X-ray in a hospital ED has a central functional component that takes X-ray film and a patient as its inputs and produces the patient's X-ray as its output. Clearly, however, none of this will happen until and unless an X-ray machine and an X-ray technician are used as resources to support carrying out the indicated function. Similarly, the process of performing surgery focuses on a central functional component that requires a patient as input and produces a patient and (for example) an excised tumor as outputs. But the function of performing the surgery requires a full surgical team of doctors, nurses, etc., as well as a surgical suite, surgical tools, blood, anesthesia supplies, etc. The latter entities are typically thought of as the resources needed to carry out the function. Clearly, the efficiency with which the surgery is carried out depends heavily upon how effectively these various resources are marshaled and managed.
It is not unreasonable to question, however, whether it is appropriate and accurate to refer to all of the previously enumerated entities as being resources. While we may feel quite sure that the surgical suite itself should be considered to be a resource, we may feel that entities such as sponges, stitches, and blood supplies consumed during the surgery somehow feel rather different. If they are also resources, then perhaps they should be considered to be resources of a different sort. Indeed many authors have distinguished between consumable and nonconsumable resources [7] , noting that the management of these two types of resources needs to be different, but emphasizing that both types of entities should be considered to be resources. Thus, there seems to be some degree of agreement that consumability, or the lack thereof, is not what characterizes a resource. On the other hand, there seems to be better agreement that a resource is something that is required in order for an activity to be carried out [8] . Complicating this observation, though, is the fact that the data and other artifacts that are inputs to a computational or other functional capability are also required in order for the function to be carried out. Thus, for example, note that we previously stated that X-ray film and a patient are inputs to the activity of taking an X-ray of the patient. But it does not seem unreasonable that the X-ray film might instead be considered to be a resource. In fact, it is not completely unreasonable that even the patient might be considered to be a resource to this activity. As another example, note that a database access mechanism and a query are required in order to obtain information from the database. Both are required and thus might be considered to be inputs. But the access to the database might well be considered to be a resource, while the query that is needed in order to carry out the activity of searching the database does not seem as though it should be characterized as a resource.
One way of characterizing a resource that seems to have considerable merit is the observation that, "a resource is an entity needed in order to carry out an activity, and for which there is contention" [9] . This distinction seems to be a very useful one; however, it is not without problems. We note, for example, that some entities (e.g., an X-ray machine or access to a software tool for which only one "seat" has been purchased) may be subject to contention, for example during a busy period, but may be completely idle and thus subject to no contention at other times. Thus, this definition of a resource allows for the possibility that some entities would have to be considered to be resources at some times, but then could not be considered to be resources at other times. Suggesting that a resource is any entity for which there might ever be contention creates the possibility that too many kinds of things would have to be considered resources. It is not hard to think of systems in which virtually all data items might then have to be considered to be resources rather than, for example, as input parameters. Thus, while finding a certain amount of merit in these different attempts to characterize resources, our work has led us to a somewhat different view of what characterizes a resource.
The essence of a resource, we argue, is that it is a provider of a set of capabilities for performing or facilitating activities needed within a process or system, where the set of capabilities that can be provided may be different at different times and under different system execution circumstances. This potential for change to the set of capabilities offered seems to us to be inherent in the nature of a resource. Thus, a nurse may not be able to provide the capability to authorize medication under most circumstances, but may indeed be able to do so in an emergency. A software project manager may be ill-prepared to write code, but may wind up doing so when a major deadline is looming. A hallway wheelchair may not provide the capability of housing an ED patient under ordinary circumstances, but may do so in an emergency. All of these are good examples of resources. Note, however, that some resources may not change the capabilities offered under different circumstances. For example, an X-ray machine is capable of providing the same set of capabilities for producing X-rays whenever it is in service. But it is the ability to provide capabilities that characterizes a resource. From this point of view, then, we argue that a database query is not a resource under any circumstances as it does not ever itself provide a capability.
As a consequence of this view we suggest that a resource should be characterized by the collection of capabilities that it can offer, with each of these capabilities being guarded by a specification of when the capability can be provided. A resource is further characterized by a collection of attributes (e.g., name, job title, experience, serial number, electrical power consumption, buffer space needed, etc.) to be described more fully later. We note that zur Muehlen has a similar view of the nature of a resource, although he does not consider the possibility of dynamic change to the set of offered capabilities [10] . Russell et al. also share this view and further suggest that context may affect which capabilities a resource may offer [8] . Interestingly, we note that the term resource is not defined at all in the Workflow Management Coalition's Terminology and Glossary document [11] , suggesting to us that others with interests in this area have encountered difficulty in defining what a resource is.
This paper aims to evaluate the effectiveness of our conceptual view of resources by demonstrating the use of this view in establishing a resource specification framework and in serving as the basis for an effective resource management regime. We now provide some definitions that are more precise and specific about the intuitive ideas we have just presented.
Definitions
Let D be some domain of interest, and let P D be a set of system processes that can be executed in D. Assume T is a finite set of all the different activities that can be carried out in performing any of the processes in P D . For simplicity, we assume that all of these activities are atomic. Now suppose that AE is a specific process in P D , and let T AE be the set of all the different activities included in AE. For every t 2 T AE there is some finite set of n t capabilities, CAP S t , required to support performing activity t.
For notational simplicity (the needed generalization is not hard to devise, but can be hard to read), we assume each performance of a given activity t in a given process AE requires the same set of capabilities. Thus, we define CAP S t ¼ fCAP t 1 ; CAP t 2 ; . . . ; CAP t n t g:
As an example, suppose D is the hospital ED domain, then some of the activities in T AE might be "triage incoming patient," "assess patient condition," and "take X-ray." The capabilities needed to support "triage incoming patient" might include decide priority level, presumably (but perhaps not necessarily) provided by a triage nurse. The capabilities needed to support "assess patient condition" might include those provided by such resources as a doctor, a nurse, a stethoscope, and an ED bed. The capabilities needed to support "take X-ray" might include those provided by an X-ray machine, an X-ray technician, and some X-ray film. In the domain of software development, some of the activities in T AE might be "define abstract interface," "design test case," and "evaluate modification request." The capabilities needed to support "evaluate modification request" might include "perform consistency analysis," which would presumably require such resources as a configuration management specialist and various consistency analysis tools.
Thus, as can be seen, for a process AE to be performed, it must have associated with it a pool of resources R AE , each of which has the potential to provide one or more of the capabilities needed by at least one of the activities of the process. Thus, every entity r 2 R AE has associated with it a set of n r capabilities, CAPS r , which is the set of all capabilities that r could ever possibly offer in support of a system process in domain D. Thus, CAP S r ¼ fCAP r1 ; CAP r2 ; . . . ; CAP rn r g:
As noted above, our view is that each of these capabilities is "guarded" by a predicate defined over the current system execution state, where only those capabilities whose guards evaluate to "True" can actually be offered by the resource. We represent the actions of these guards as a capability projection function È that uses AE ST AT E , a specification of the execution state of a system process AE, to project CAP S r onto the subset of CAP S r that r can actually provide when AE is in the state AE ST AT E . Thus, CAP S r;AE STATE CAP S r such that CAP ri 2 CAP S r;AE STATE if and only if CAP r i 2 CAP S r and ÈðAE STATE ; CAP r i Þ ¼ T RUE:
And we note that when a system process AE in domain D is in state AE ST AT E , then a resource r 2 R AE can potentially be assigned to support the performance of an activity t 2 T AE if and only if CAP S r;AE ST AT E \ CAP S t 6 ¼ ;:
Thus, for example, "prescribe medication" might be an element of a nurse's CAP S r set, but È might map this capability to T RUE if and only if AE ST AT E shows that all doctors are currently unavailable and the condition of the nurse's patient is critical. Likewise, "write code for module" might be an element of a software project manager's CAP S r set, but È might map this capability to T RUE if and only if AE ST AT E shows that all of the manager's coders are currently unavailable and a major deadline is looming. It is worth noting that in both of these cases it might be expected that the quality with which these tasks are performed might be lower than if they were performed by resources that perform them more frequently and routinely. The ability to specify this is provided through additional attributes to be described shortly.
We now define the set of candidate resources that can provide a capability CAP ti at a system state AE ST AT E as CAND t;AE ST AT E ¼ fr 2 R AE jCAP ti 2 CAP S r;AE ST AT E g:
If CAND t;AE ST AT E is empty, no resource is currently available for assignment, and if CAND t;AE ST AT E has cardinality > 1, a decision would have to be made about which candidate resource should be selected to provide the requested capability. Because it might be desirable to base this decision upon characteristics of the alternative resources, the specification of each resource includes a set of descriptive attributes. Some attributes that might be included in the definition of a human resource are name, job title, education level, and cost. Some attributes that might be included in the definition of a workstation to be used in software development might include manufacturer model number, quantity of RAM, and chipset used. In addition, each resource specification also includes a set of quality level and effort level attributes that quantify the quality that r achieves in providing each of the capabilities in CAP S r and the effort required to do so. Most resources do not provide a limitless amount of capability, and so each resource specification also has a capacity attribute. If at any time the available capacity of a resource is less than the effort level for a requested capability, then the resource cannot provide the capability at that time.
We define a resource assignment to be a binding to an executing task of a resource selected to satisfy a capability request from the task. Specifically, assume AE ACT IV IT IES;ST AT E is the set of activities being performed when process AE is in state STATE; more precisely assume
where n ¼j AE ACT IV IT IES;ST AT E j :
We next define CAND c t;AE ST AT E to be the set of all resources r 2 R AE such that t 2 AE ACT IV IT IES;ST AT E is an activity for which capability c 2 CAP S t and such that c 2 CAP S r;AE ST AT E:
We now define an assignment of resources for system that is in STATE to be a set
for which r 2 CAND c t;AE ST AT E . A key goal of our research is to devise tools and technologies having the potential to support the determination of good strategies for deciding which resources to assign to which tasks under which circumstances. Support for this resource selection process seems to us to be one of the key goals for any resource management capability, and is indeed a goal for the resource management system that we describe in the next section of this paper.
THE ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOTYPE
IMPLEMENTATION OF A Resource MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The Architecture
Our resource management framework, depicted in Fig. 1 , is centered on four major components: Request Management, Repository Management, Allocation Management, and Constraint Management. To understand the nature of these components, we also hypothesize the existence of a System State component that represents the current state of both the executing process and the resource manager itself, and a Resource Client component that is assumed to be the provider of requests for resources needed to provide capabilities. The Request Manager subcomponent of the Request Management component processes raw requests from clients into resource queries, and places them into the Outstanding Request Pool. The Request Scheduler subcomponent selects the request or requests from the Outstanding Request Pool that are to be satisfied next. Selection is based on factors such as the priority of the requesting entity, the quality levels and costs of the alternative resources, and the request arrival time. Requests in the Outstanding Request Pool can be individual requests or sets of requests that a Resource Client might need to have fulfilled atomically. The Allocation Management component contains Assignment Manager, Resource Selector, and Match Maker subcomponents. The Assignment Manager receives from the Request Scheduler requests that are to be fulfilled and attempts to make assignments. The Assignment Manager also releases resources by unbinding them from clients, and determines the satisfiability of assignment requests (but without making any assignment). To fulfill assignment requests, the Assignment Manager calls the Match Maker, which treats requests as queries against the resource repository being managed.
The System State, AE ST AT E , manages information needed to support the evaluation of constraints and guards that assure that resource assignments are consistent with policies and dynamism characteristics. Examples of this information are the current assignments of resources, the different types of outstanding requests, and past assignments made during the execution of the process. System State may also rely upon other components of the executing process and system for much of this information. Once the Assignment Manager has identified candidates to fulfill a request, the Constraint Manager filters out resource instances that violate any current constraints. The resulting instances are then sent to the Resource Selector, which chooses the resource instance to be assigned, influenced by consideration of the attributes of the Resource Client and of the different resources.
The Repository Management component contains four subcomponents. The Resource Characteristics Model defines the attributes (e.g., capacity, capabilities, cost, etc.) of resource instances being managed. In other words, this is where the resource definitions are stored. The Resource Allocation Table manages the set of current assignments of resource instances to requests and assists in gathering such derived information as the state of all resource instances, including their availability at any point during system execution. The Resource Repository Manager provides an interface to the resource repository that enables the addition, removal, or modification of resource instances.
Assignment decisions are reported to the Request Scheduler, which notifies the Resource Client. When a Resource Client no longer requires a resource, it must notify the Request Management component.
External Interface
The architecture specifies a well-defined external interface as the vehicle for its usage. A Resource Client is expected to send requests to the Resource Manager, which will be received by the Request Management component. The Resource Client shown in Fig. 1 is an abstract representation of a task that requires one or more capabilities to support the execution of the task. The resource manager supports requests for such services as identification, reservation, acquisition, or release of resources. These requests can either come individually or as a group. Only the same type of requests (e.g., a set of reservation or acquisitions) can be grouped together. When a group request is sent, the resource manager may consider each member of the group to be separate, or alternatively, ROMEO can be directed that they must all to be satisfied together.
An Identification simply queries about the existence of a resource or resource capability. Reservation requests that some stated capacity of a resource instance is to be reserved. Acquisition requests the assignment of resource instances to resource clients and Release requests the release of assignment bindings between resource instances and the client. Request objects also carry with them any associated constraint specifications that are to be obeyed by the resource manager. Any resource request can be specified to be either blocking or nonblocking. For nonblocking requests, if there is no available resource or resource group that can satisfy the request, the resource manager immediately returns with a message notifying the client of the unavailability of requested resource capability. In case of a blocking request, the resource manager queues the request and waits for resources to become available. It returns only with a successful reservation or acquisition. Possible deadlock scenarios due to blocking requests can be avoided through the all-or-nothing acquisition of group requests.
To support the specification of additional constraints, we have defined an API for specifying constraint objects, details of which are described in [12] .
The ROMEO Prototype Resource Management System
ROMEO is a prototype resource management system that is an instance of the framework just presented. Due to space limitations we now describe only a few of the less obvious features of ROMEO, omitting descriptions of such more straightforward components as the ROMEO repository manager, which is implemented around an unremarkable in-memory relational database, and the initial prototype ROMEO resource assignment component, whose details are also unremarkable (although note that more interesting resource assignment approaches are the subject of other research that is not addressed in this paper [13] , [14] ). More details about the implementation of ROMEO can be found in [12] , [15] , and [16] .
Resource Model
The ROMEO Resource Characteristics Model defines the static structure of the resources being managed and a specification of the dynamic behavior of each resource. In ROMEO each resource is a uniquely identifiable object characterized as a set of name-value attribute pairs. To emphasize this view, we will often use the term resource instance to refer to a specific resource. Note in particular that ROMEO does not structure resource instances as a type hierarchy. Our experience has indicated that neither simple type hierarchies nor complex multiple inheritance schemes are effective in representing clearly and completely the complex relations among resource instances in domains such as a hospital ED or a large-scale software development project. In order to do so, an inheritance structure would need to accurately represent the way in which resources such as physicians (in an ED), or developers (in a software project) must simultaneously exist in several hierarchies (i.e., management structures, job classifications, professional certification categories, working groups, etc.). In the presence of all of these orthogonal classification structures, conflicting inheritance rules have been found to be all too possible. Accordingly, ROMEO uses a flat structure to represent the resource instances it manages, making minimal assumptions about the attributes needed to describe these resource instances. Table 1 contains some examples of the sorts of resource instance specifications that might be contained in a ROMEO-managed resource repository that might be used to support the management of hospital ED resources. Note that each specification consists of a fixed set of attributes (e.g., Name, Location) that seem to suffice for specifying resource instances in many different domains. Additional attributes may be useful for specifying resource instances to be used in processes that may have more demanding needs for discrimination among resource alternatives. The following is a brief explanation of the attributes used in Table 1 .
Name. Each resource can be "named" by a text string or other identifier. For resources that are humans, this attribute value is likely to be the name of the person. For inanimate resources, such as a desktop computer or an X-ray machine, this attribute value may be a serial number or other distinguishing label.
Job Title. Each resource has an attribute whose value is a text string or identifier indicating the job that the resource performs. Some examples of Job Title attribute values for the ED domain are "Physician," "Clerk," and "Bed." For the software development project domain some examples might be "Project Manager" and "Model Checker." This attribute is useful as the basis for generating a default set of capabilities that the resource instance should be expected to be able to provide. We elaborate further on this attribute later in this paper.
Location. Each resource has an attribute that indicates the resource instance's organization or the physical location of the resource. Thus, this attribute might be useful in assuring that a software engineer assigned to the System Test organization will be less likely to be selected for a coding task than a software engineer in the Development organization. In Table 1 , some resources are specified to be located in the MainED. Usually this means that such resources can perform tasks in the main treatment area of the ED, but not tasks carried out in other ED locations. Thus, this attribute is likely to be useful in supporting decisions about which of a set of resources is to be selected for assignment to a requesting task.
Experience Level. This attribute has a value that might be specified to be ordered either partially or totally to indicate a level of seniority or experience.
Cost. This attribute has a numeric value indicating the cost of a unit of the resource's work.
Capacity. This attribute is a numeric value that changes over time to represent the quantity of capability that a resource instance can currently make available. The capacity of a resource decreases when it is assigned to a task, with the magnitude of the decrease being, potentially, a function of such parameters as the task, the context in which the task is performed, and the skill/quality level of the resource itself. We elaborate on this below. The capacity of a consumable resource decreases monotonically when it is assigned to a task. The capacity of a nonconsumable resource increases each time it completes an assigned task, at which time it is relatively more available to have additional tasks assigned to it. Notice that the capacity attribute can also be utilized to specify usage of time-shared resources. If a reusable resource (e.g., an agent such as a nurse) has, for example, capacity 6 and it is simultaneously assigned to two tasks, each of which requires 3 capacity units and 20 time units to complete, then the agent resource may be assigned to both tasks at the same time, but cannot be assigned to any additional tasks as the two current tasks consume all of its capacity. Note in addition that it will take 40 OfferedCapabilities. This attribute is a set of capabilities that the resource is able to offer. These capabilities correspond to the set CAP S r , defined earlier. Each such capability is characterized by a 4-tuple consisting of Capability-name, the name of a task this resource instance can support, Capability-guard, the circumstances under which the resource instance can provide this support, Capability-skill-level, the skill level at which this resource instance supports this task, and Effort-needed, the amount of capacity that this resource instance needs to perform this task. This set of capabilities is used to determine which resource requests a particular resource instance can satisfy. As noted in Section 2, this determination may depend upon such factors as the resource client that generated the request and the dynamic state STATE of the executing process. ROMEO provides an interface, getCapabilities(r, STATE) that returns the set of capabilities that is being offered by the resource instance r when the process is in state STATE.
There are clearly other attributes that are likely to be useful in supporting the specification of certain resource instances in certain specific processes or domains. In the design of our resource management service, we have explicitly included only a small set of fixed attributes that seem to address only the most universal needs. But ROMEO also provides a facility for attaching additional attribute types to individual resource instances, and to both setting and getting the values of these attributes.
Request Model
We argue that modeling requests for resources is closely related to, but a separate concern from, modeling resource instances. A request model must support the communication of requests for resource instances made by a given task t, namely, CAP S t ¼ fCAP t 1 ; CAP t 2 ; . . . ; CAP t n t g:
Two important parts of such a request are a specification of the requesting entity (i.e., the resource client, t) and a specification of the resource management service that is being requested (e.g., identifying the existence of required resources, actually assigning resources to clients, and freeing of resources when they are no longer needed).
As noted in Section 3.3.1, our attempts to use type hierarchies as vehicles for classification and structuring of resources were frustrated by the need for some resources (e.g., ED physicians and software project programmers) to be members simultaneously of multiple hierarchies that were at times subject to inheritance rules that could be in conflict with each other. Thus, for example, the structure of the ED domain required some physicians to be referred to by different titles and job classifications and to carry out different roles at different times. Further, the different titles and roles in turn allowed (indeed sometimes obliged) these resources to offer different capabilities at different times.
Rather than trying to represent this complex and dynamic situation with type hierarchies, it seemed more straightforward to treat the set of resources being managed as a set of entities stored in a flat structure (specifically, as records in a relational database), with attribute values being used as the basis for classification and assignment decisions. In this context, a request by task t for a resource r is essentially a request for the identification of a resource that is currently able to provide a specific capability, c, which is the value of CAP ti for some i. ROMEO supports two primary ways of making such requests:
. Capability Request. A request for any resource, r, that is currently able to provide the requested capability, c. . Characteristic Request. A request for a resource that can provide capability, c, but also has all of a list of additional desired characteristics. The specification of the additional desired characteristics is made by means of a list of predefined queries on the resource instances contained in the repository. In the ED domain, for example, we have defined a query, attending physician, that specifies a resource having "MD" as the value of its Education attribute, "ED permanent staff" as the value of its Employment Status attribute, and "> 5" as the value of its Experience attribute. Such queries provide some of the advantages of a formal type system by providing a primitive vehicle for characterizing properties that are expected to be shared by important subsets of the resources. The request specifies a preferential order. Thus, for example, a request specification may look like prefer(-attending physician, resident), where an attending physician or a resident is required for the task and the former is the preferred choice by virtue of its being named first. Moreover, the requests can be augmented by the specification of additional constraints that the required resources need to obey.
In addition to specifying the required resource, the request must also specify what action is to be taken with the resource. For example, ROMEO allows requests for actual assignment of a resource, for releasing an assigned resource, or for identifying a set of resources that are available for assignment. Moreover, resource acquisition requests can be either blocking or nonblocking, differing in behavior only when requested resources are not available. If no resource is available in response to a blocking request, the resource manager will buffer the request and will not reply to the client. On the other hand, if no resource is available in response to a nonblocking request, the resource manager will reply to the client immediately with a ResourceUnavailable message.
Constraint Management
As has already been noted, constraints can be particularly useful in representing domain-specific policies, which can be quite complex. ROMEO supports the creation and application of many kinds of constraints on requests. Some uses of constraints have been described (e.g., in the previous section). Two additional types are of particular interest, however, namely, a Resource-Collection constraint and a Resource-Iterator constraint. A Resource-Collection constraint is a resource query specification that consists of one or more query names separated by commas. For example, a Resource-Collection constraint named developer may declare that a resource will not be considered to be acceptable for assignment unless the value of the resource's Job Title attribute is one of designer, coder, tester. ROMEO instantiates this type of constraint into the collection that is the union of those resource instances whose Job Title attribute corresponds to designer, coder, or tester. A Resource-Collection constraint can optionally include a maximum cardinality specification. For example, the declaration "developer, 5" specifies that the resulting collection's cardinality may not exceed 5. A Resource-Iterator constraint is specified using the same syntax as is used for a Resource-Collection constraint, consisting of either a single query name or a list of query names separated by commas, and also allowing specification of a maximum cardinality. Both these constraints are used for limiting the choices of a resource instance that can satisfy a request; the former constraint allows resource selection with replacement, while the latter does not allow the selection of the same resource more than once.
As an example, suppose we have declared an instance of a Resource-Collection constraint, rcc, and an instance of Resource-Iterator constraint, ric. If two resource requests by two task instances t i and t j are constrained by rcc, the same resource instance could be used to satisfy both t i and t j provided the resource had a sufficient amount of capacity available. However, if t i and t j are constrained by ric, once t i is satisfied with a resource instance, r, that resource instance can not be used to satisfy t j . The usefulness of these constraint specifications will be discussed later.
ROMEO also supports the ability to define and name the above mentioned resource request constraints hierarchically with higher level constraints being defined in terms of lower level subconstraints. For example a Resource-Collection constraint rcc 1 can be constrained by another constraint rcc 2 . ROMEO stores such queries in the Resource Repository. The following example shows how this capability can be used to specify a complex, yet realistic, ED resource assignment policy. Many hospital EDs are divided into a MainED where all patients can be treated and a FastTrackED where only patients with low acuity levels are treated. A query named attendingMD can be defined to specify the acceptability only of resource instances whose Job Title attribute is "AttendingMD" and another query named resident that specifies the acceptability only of resources whose Job Title attribute is "Resident." Suppose we have another query named caregiver, which specifies the acceptability of all the attendingMDs, residents, and physician-assistants in an ED. Moreover, suppose a resource constraint named fast-trackresources is defined to specify the acceptability only of resource instances located in the FastTrackED area, and still another resource constraint (attending, resident) that specifies the acceptability of resources that satisfy either of the two queries. Let us suppose we label this constraint as doctorconstraint. With these definitions in place, if we now specify a request for a caregiver, which is specified as constrained by the constraint named doctor-constraint, which in turn is constrained by the constraint named fast-track-resources, this multilevel constrained query will return only resource instances who are either an attending MD or a resident, and who are currently working in the ED fast-track section.
EVALUATION PLATFORM
Our approach to the evaluation of ROMEO and the resource specification and allocation approaches it uses was aimed at studying the extent to which ROMEO and its underlying ideas are successful in addressing the four requirements areas enumerated in Section 1. Accordingly, we carried out a number of case studies intended to support the exploration of how well our approaches supported the needs for Diversity, Dynamism, Constraints, and Allocation.
This approach suggested the need for client applications that place importance upon these four characteristics. In order to evaluate our technologies against these needs, however, we needed a process specification vehicle through which the needs for resource definition and management could be defined precisely and in detail. The Little-JIL process definition language [17] provides capabilities for the specification of processes that meet these needs for precision and detail. Little-JIL supports the precise definition of processes consisting of tasks (called steps) whose execution requires the acquisition of resources. A Little-JIL process definition is comprised of four orthogonal components:
1. a coordination specification, 2. a resource specification that includes constraints, 3. a specification of artifacts (entities such as data items, files, or access mechanisms) and their flow, 4. a specification of the behaviors of those resources that are to be assigned to support step execution. Juliette [18] , which supports the execution of processes defined in Little-JIL, integrates the contributions of the four definition components and, in particular, requires a capability for specifying and managing resources (the second component enumerated above). ROMEO seems suitable for this purpose, and thus we believe that Juliette is an effective vehicle for studying the effectiveness of ROMEO in meeting the demands of Little-JIL-defined process clients.
On the other hand, the execution of processes (particularly human-intensive processes) can take a considerable amount of time, complicating the careful evaluation of ROMEO and its underlying approaches. Therefore, we sought ways to speed up our evaluation, and create the opportunity for carrying out more case studies in more depth. The JSim system [16] , which generates discrete event simulations from Little-JIL process definitions, proved to be useful in that regard, as JSim supports the rapid generation of discrete event simulations that make intensive use of ROMEO's capabilities. As an added benefit, the simulations, most of which were based upon realistic ED process scenarios, also generated results that were of interest to ED domain experts. These ED experts were thus highly motivated to participate both in the creation of realistic resource specification and management scenarios and in the close scrutiny of the resource assignments made by ROMEO. This close participation of domain experts supported our efforts to validate that ROMEO was performing correctly. Thus, while assessing the effectiveness of our resource management approach in addressing the four previously stated goals was the primary goal of our evaluation, providing insights into ED resource allocation approaches provided an important additional benefit to our ED domain experts as well.
We now provide some further details about the evaluation platform. More specifically, we now provide some minimal level of details about the Little-JIL language and the Juliette/JSim discrete event simulation capability. More complete details about the language and evaluation platform have been provided in the appendix, which is available in the online supplemental material. Here we present only enough description to support understanding the case studies in Section 5. We then describe some of the simulations of ED processes defined in Little-JIL and the ways in which ROMEO met some of the demanding resource specification and management challenges imposed by these simulations.
The most immediately noticeable aspect of a Little-JIL process definition is the visual depiction of the activity coordination specification. This component of the Little-JIL process definition looks initially somewhat like a task decomposition graph, in which processes are decomposed hierarchically into steps, with the order of execution of child steps being specified by the parent. Steps can be thought of as procedures, especially in that they incorporate specifications of argument flow. A step in a Little-JIL process definition corresponds to the concept of a task as described earlier in this paper. In particular, when a Little-JIL process definition is executed, its various steps are elaborated at runtime into step instances that correspond directly to the concept of task instances discussed in Section 2.
The Little-JIL steps are connected to each other with edges that represent both hierarchical decomposition and artifact flow. Each step contains a specification of the types of resources needed in order to perform the task associated with that step. In Little-JIL, moreover, one resource is always designated as the step's agent, namely, the resource responsible for the performance of the step. Thus, for example, in the context of an emergency department process, the resources would be entities such as the doctors, nurses, registration software, beds etc., but for each step exactly one of these resources would be designated as the step's agent. Nonleaf steps are often introduced primarily for scoping purposes. A dummy agent resource named AutoAgent, with effectively unlimited capacity, is sometimes specified to facilitate the simulation of Little-JIL processes.
Modeling and Simulating an ED Process Using
Little-JIL
We have performed our evaluation of ROMEO primarily by using ROMEO to support the simulated execution of ED processes that have been selected to make increasingly challenging demands upon resource definition and management capabilities. To begin, Fig. 2 shows a Little-JIL process activity diagram, called SimpleED, that defines at a very high level how care is provided to patients in a typical hospital ED. Note that the rectangular "post-it" notes in this figure are descriptive annotations included to increase the understandability of this example and are not defined features of the language.
As defined by SimpleED, simple patient care at an Emergency Department encompasses a series of sequential activities starting with the patient being seen by a triagenurse, who assigns a triage acuity level (TriagePatient step). The patient then goes to the registration clerk (RegisterPatient step), who collects information about insurance and other details and stores it into the patient's record. The registration clerk also generates an identification bracelet (id-band) and places it on the patient's wrist. The patient is then taken inside the treatment area of the ED if a bed is available or waits in the waiting room until a bed becomes available. This is modeled by an acquisition request for a bed resource. Note that this request is a blocking request in the PatientInsideEDScope step, which means that the process waits until the requested resource becomes available. ROMEO also supports nonblocking requests where requesters are simply notified in cases where requested resources are not available. Once a bed has been successfully acquired, the patient is placed in the bed (PlacedInBed step). A nurse resource is specified as the agent for the bed placement step. The patient is then assessed by a nurse in the RNAssessment step, and then by the attending doctor (MDInitialAssessment step). The doctor assessment may result in the ordering of tests. The resulting testing activities are represented as a single abstract step named TestsScopeAbstract, which will be elaborated upon subsequently. Some bedside procedures may also be performed on the patient in the ProceduresScope step. Fig. 3 shows the elaboration of DischargeOrAdmitScope step. After all of this, the doctor makes a final assessment and decides whether to admit or discharge the patient in the MDFinalAssessmentAndDecision step, which is not elaborated here. Finally, the RNPaperWork step is performed by a resource whose job title is Nurse.
In addition to undergoing tests, the patient may also be treated with additional bedside procedures that may include suturing, casting, or intubation. Some of these procedures could be done by a nurse (RN) and others must be done by a doctor (MD). All require the use of other resources (e.g., sutures, ventilation devices, etc.). Predefined queries specify the constraints on the resources required for these steps. Note that this basic process makes significant demands for diversity in the specification resources as the resources involved range from a variety of medical professionals to medical supplies, beds, and clerical facilities.
In addition, note that throughout this process a parameter named patientInfo (not explicitly shown in Fig. 2 ) is passed into and out of each step. This parameter carries information related to the current state of the patient. As agents carry out different steps, they may use this information and insert additional information for use by subsequent steps and their agents. This information may also be used to determine the sequence of process steps executed.
Our evaluation study uses JSim discrete event simulations generated from Little-JIL process definitions [15] . A JSim simulation proceeds as an iteration through the steps of a process definition. Simulation of the SimpleED process is begun by an initial patient-arrival event, but then continued by subsequent patient arrivals (each of which spawns a new instance of the SimpleED process), and by the fact that the simulation of each step of each instance creates one or more new events, each representing something to be simulated, such as step completion, spawning of substeps, etc. Of particular interest for evaluation of ROMEO, the Resource Manager is consulted during each step simulation to obtain the resources (both agent and nonagent) needed to determine how step performance is to be modeled. 
CASE STUDIES AND EXPERIENCES
In this section, we describe a small subset of the case studies that we carried out in order to evaluate the effectiveness of ROMEO and its underlying conceptual basis in meeting demanding requirements for Diversity, Dynamism, Constraints, and Allocation pertaining to resources. Specifically, we will now describe some ROMEO-supported Little-JIL process simulations both to show the use of some of the features of ROMEO and to demonstrate how effective use of those features supported the evaluation of our overall approaches to meeting requirements in the four areas of Diversity, Dynamism, Constraints, and Allocation.
Our evaluations addressed both the need to meet these requirements and the effectiveness in meeting the requirements, as measured by the amount of time taken to create and perform the case studies. It was our hope that the proposed framework would expedite cycles of creating, running analyzing, revising, and rerunning simulations.
One of our hypotheses has been that appropriate resource and request modeling mechanisms and the correct separation of concerns would allow one to create, run, analyze, revise, and rerun simulations quickly, thus speeding up the cycle of asking interesting what-if questions, getting back answers, and then formulating follow-up what if questions suggested by the answers. Thus, our evaluations were aimed not only at investigating the ability of our approaches to support our stated resource management requirements, but also aimed to evaluate their effectiveness, as measured by the amounts of time and effort taken to develop and evolve the resource specifications needed by our simulations.
Impact of ED Domain Policy
One of the evaluation case studies we carried out aimed at supporting evaluating how effective our approaches are in supporting Allocation of resources, controlled by a challenging Constraint. In this case the constraint originated in the following ED domain policy:
In a hospital ED, the doctor who performs the initial assessment of a patient must be the same as the doctor who performs the final assessment and makes the decision regarding discharging or admitting the patient.
While acknowledging that there were likely to be important medical advantages to the enforcement of this constraint, ED domain experts were also concerned that its enforcement could lead to considerable delays and increases in patient Length of Stay (LOS). Thus, there seemed to be considerable value in the ability to readily create, execute, and evaluate simulations both with and without the enforcement of this constraint. Thus, we ran a number of simulations to determine the optimum resource mix for a given set of patients and a specific arrival rate of n patients per hour where n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 20. We simulated three hundred (300) patients arriving at a constant rate and flowing through the process. From these results we found that for a slightly simplified version of the SimpleED process (let us call it VerySimpleED), with 7 patients arriving per hour, an optimal resource mix was found to be a combination of 13 beds, 4 doctors, 4 nurses, 2 triagenurses, and 2 clerks.
We then recreated this same arrival rate and resource loading scenario, but this time with the previously described constraint. In order to implement the constraint, we used the Resource-Collection constraint with a maximum cardinality specification, as mentioned in Section 3.4. Using this form of Resource-Collection constraint, we defined in the SimpleED process the resource requirements specified for steps MDInitialAssessment, MDProcedure, and MDFinalAssessmentAndDecision in such a way that they not only require a doctor, but that the assigned doctor for these steps must additionally satisfy the constraint of being part of the same instantiated set. The Resource-Collection constraint that specifies the criterion for this set was defined in a common ancestor of the steps, namely, PatientInsideEDScope nonleaf step.
The constraint definition, shown in Fig. 4 , is specified using a parameter named DoctorConstraint. This parameter is passed down the Little-JIL step hierarchical decomposition tree from parent step to child step through binding annotations on the edges between those steps. At the leaf step level, where resource acquisition is specified, the edge connecting the leaf step (MDInitialAssessment) to its parent (AssessAndTreatScope) needs to declare the constraint between the agent request at the leaf step and the agent specification (DoctorConstraint) in the parent step. ROMEO, when passed the request for maintaining such constraints and resources for steps, ensures that all requests for resources that are returned actually do satisfy the constraint. When the constraining collection (e.g., the set of resource instances instantiated out of the DoctorConstraint) is given a maximum cardinality of one, it amounts to specifying that both the steps whose resource requirements are constrained by this Resource-Collection constraint must get the same resource instance assigned to them. 5 shows the average length of stay for the two simulation configurations. LOS is the measure of time patients spend in the ED from arrival to discharge. As intuitively expected, this experiment shows that adding the constraint increases the average LOS. In this particular setup, having the constraint maintained all the time adds an average of 25.85 percent to each patient's stay in the hospital ED. The costs of enforcing this constraint for other patient arrival flows and resource configurations are clearly of great interest to ED domain experts and are expected to be studied in subsequent batteries of simulations. But our focus remains on the effectiveness of our resource specification and management technologies, in this case measured by the amount of time required to implement this constraint. Our technologies readily supported creation of the simulations needed to study the impact of this proposed policy change. We noted that it was relatively straightforward to perform this study by setting up the different simulations. In this particular example, the additional effort to specify the constraints throughout the process took a Little-JIL process definer about 35 minutes of extra modeling time. To set up the simulation where there were no constraints, it was only a matter of removing the constraint annotations on the edges between the steps where resource-acquisitions were declared (e.g., MDInitialAssessment, MDFinalAssessmentAndDecision, etc.) It took only a few minutes to set up the new simulation in which there were no constraints on which doctor was assigned to any of the steps. Incorporating the constraint specification as part of the request model helped make it straightforward to set up these different simulations.
This experience supported our view of the effectiveness of our technologies in addressing the need for resource allocation under constraints. The careful separation of concerns in our resource management framework, which identified constraint management as a separate component, seemed particularly effective here.
Dynamic Changes in the Capabilities Offered by Resources
In another case study, we evaluated the effectiveness of our approaches in supporting the need for resource Dynamism, and the need for Allocation that is correct and effective in the presence of such dynamism. To evaluate this, we again considered the SimpleED process shown in Fig. 2 , and set up a simulation experiment with the following capability dynamism scenario. We hypothesized that the steps PlacePatientInBed and RNPaperwork do not always have to be done by a registered nurse (RN), but that triage nurses who ordinarily perform only triage operations might substitute for an RN in carrying out placement of a patient in a bed or in filling out discharge paperwork when all of the following conditions hold: 1) The ED is overcrowded, 2) all RNs are busy, and 3) a resource instance of type TriageNurse is available. We further suggested that the step RNPaperwork might also be performed by a registration clerk when all of the following conditions hold: 1) The ED is overcrowded, 2) the clerk is idle, and 3) there is no nurse available for performing the discharge paperwork.
We measured the crowdedness of the ED based on the number of patients who have gone through the TriagePatient and RegisterPatient steps but are currently waiting for a bed to become available. To simulate this scenario, we changed the agent resource request for PlacePatientInBed and RNPaperwork from Nurse to default (a request for any resource instance that is capable of providing the capability). Here the capability required is specified implicitly as being the activity itself, i.e., PlacePatientInBed or RNPaperwork. Table 2 shows how we support the scenario just described by using guard functions on the capabilities for nurses and registration clerks. Based on previous simulations, and conversations with an ED domain expert, we hypothesized a mix of ED resources consisting of 13 beds, 4 doctors, 4 nurses, 2 triage nurses, and 2 clerks. Once this resource mix and these resource capability modification policies were decided, the work required to implement them as ROMEO resource management policies took less than 30 minutes. It is interesting to note, however, that we were not immediately able to define either the specific resource mix or the set of resource substitution rules that were actually effective in significantly reducing ED Length of Stay. This required trying many different combinations of parameters and corresponding batteries of simulation runs. The ability to make changes to resource mixes and policies rapidly was of considerable benefit in expediting this, and emphasized the effectiveness of our approach. In this case study, as in the one previously described, the effectiveness seems to have been expedited significantly by the separation of concerns enforced by our resource management framework, which isolated the specification of resources mixes, and the specifications of constraints in ways that facilitated their iterative modification. This in turn facilitated the considerable experimentation needed to identify the specific policies that did (and did not) achieve the desired ED LOS benefits.
Ultimately, our simulations suggested that the policies described here can indeed (but do not always) support a significant reduction in the average LOS. For example, we specified that the times taken to perform each step be provided by a triangular distribution, and that patient arrivals be simulated with a Poisson distribution with a mean interarrival time of 9 minutes. We then ran the simulation five times, each with 300 patients. The data, plotted in Fig. 6 , shows the reduced patient LOS achieved using the dynamic capability modification rules we specified. The first column shows the average LOS for patients when resources were not allowed to exercise their dynamic behavior, whereas the second column shows the average LOS for patients when resources were allowed to dynamically substitute for each other. Other resource distributions and constraints produced different LOS modification outcomes, suggesting that this is an area that warrants subsequent research in ED resource allocation policy.
We then modeled a more complex, but more realistic, domain policy stating that a triage nurse is allowed to substitute for a regular nurse only when there is at least one triage nurse left available to attend to newly arrived patients. To model this, we took less than five minutes to add the capability guard function shown in Table 3 .
As shown in the third column of Fig. 6 , this change still reduced the average patient LOS, but not by as much as the previously described policy.
This case study supported the effectiveness of our approaches in supporting resource Dynamism, Allocation of resources in the presence of this Dynamism, and also supported the effectiveness of our handling of Constraints in that much of the needed resource Dynamism was driven by different policy-dictated constraints.
Dynamically Changing Process Based on
Resource Availability
In another case study, we evaluated the effectiveness of our approach in supporting Process Dynamism, namely, the need for the execution of a process to change, driven by changes in resource capability and/or availability. Our previous case study examined the need for resource capabilities to change and this next case study examined the need for process Allocation and performance to change in response. This case study focused on one of the more promising and less explored areas of resource Allocation research, namely, the combination of adaptive planning and dynamic provisioning of resources [19] . It has been suggested that existing tools are not very effective in studying such a combination of dimensions of dynamism [19] . Therefore, we explored the ability of our resource specification and management framework to support dynamic changes in process flow based on the runtime availability of resource instances and its impact on LOS for patients. To support our exploration of the effectiveness of ROMEO in supporting this sort of dynamism, we used a more elaborate ED process than the ones presented earlier (VerySimpleED and SimpleED). We shall refer to this process as EDCare. This process, shown in Fig. 7 , models exceptional situations and handles exceptional flow. It also captures more parallelism, specifies more detail using more steps, and uses Little-JIL pre and post requisites, all in attempting to model more precisely the patient care process in an actual hospital ED. The separation of the flow of control concern in our framework greatly facilitated this exploration.
In consultation with our ED domain expert, we modeled the EDCare process to capture the scenario where different incoming ED patients follow different paths depending on the degree of availability of a bed resource. In particular, the domain expert was interested in looking at the impact of a policy where, after going through triage, a patient is placed immediately into the main-ED without waiting for registration to be done. In some large hospitals, there are facilities to perform a two-step registration inside the treatment area of the ED, known as quick registration. In a quick registration scenario, a clerk collects minimal information about the patient to generate an id-band and then the rest of the registration, which includes collecting of such information as insurance, etc., is completed in parallel with the treatment process. In other words, the treatment of the patient is started immediately after triage if beds are available and the registration is completed at some point during the patient's stay at the ED (where the completion point may vary with different patients, dictated by the availability of resources). This scenario is modeled in Fig. 8 . The nominal flow of this process takes a patient through the TriagePatient step, and then immediately tries to acquire a bed through the AcquireBedNonblock step. If the bed acquisition is successful, the flow of the process continues to the process hierarchy rooted at TreatPatientInsideED. In case the step AcquireBedNonblock fails to acquire a bed resource immediately it throws a ResourceUnavailable exception, which propagates up to the TreatOnePatientScope step, where a separate process (BedNotAvailableScope) is defined to handle the ResourceUnavailable exception. The handler process starts by performing the step RegisterOutside and then tries to acquire a bed resource with a blocking request call. Fig. 8 shows the process inside the treatment area of the ED once a bed resource has been acquired and the patient has been placed inside the main-ED. The process is largely self-explanatory, with comments placed using rectangular post-it notes regarding resource acquisition and resource usage. Like other ED processes presented in this paper, there is a parameter named patientInfo that is instantiated at the start of execution of the process, initialized with information that is specific to each patient, and passed as an artifact from step to step throughout the entire process of treating that patient. There is a Boolean field, isRegistrationComplete, in the patientInfo object that describes whether or not registration has been completed for the patient.
If a patient goes through the RegisterOutside step, the process specifies that after successful completion of the step, the patientInfo parameter flowing out of this step will have the value true for the patientInfo.isRegistrationComplete field. We specify this behavior using JSim Agent Behavior Specification (JSIM) [16] syntax in the JSim input configuration file. While executing InsideEDScope, JSim will check to see if the prerequisite is satisfied. In this process, the prerequisite checks that registration for this patient has been completed. If the prerequisite fails, it will throw a RegistrationNotDone exception, which will propagate to its parent step, InternalRegistrationScope, where the exception will be handled. The handler hierarchy will then specify that the patient go through QuickRegistration, For this set of simulation runs, the patient arrivals were generated using a Poisson distribution with mean interarrival time of six, which translates into roughly 10 patients per hour. The execution times of the steps were specified using a triangular distribution. We ran each configuration of the process five times and looked at the average of all the average LOS measures from the simulation runs. Fig. 9 summarizes the output of these simulations. As intuitively expected, the situation where a patient is immediately placed inside the ED when a bed is available results in improved patient flow. However, like earlier experiments, our focus was also on observing how easy or difficult it is to set up our simulation and resource management infrastructure for such an experiment. It seemed that the separation of concerns enforced by our framework facilitated this exploration. It was necessary to make modifications to our activity specification, our resource behavior specifications, and our constraint specifications. As each was supported as a separate concern, the needed modifications seemed quite straightforward. Indeed, we timed ourselves in doing the needed simulation setup. The process augmentation required 2 hours and 24 minutes. Once we had the process model elaborated, switching from a nonblocking request scenario to the blocking request scenario required less than 20 minutes to complete.
This case study thus demonstrated the effectiveness of our approaches in supporting the need for effective Allocation, here in the face of a more challenging form of Dynamism dictated by policies captured in the form of complex Constraints.
Case Studies Summary
The small number of case studies just presented suggests to us that our approaches are indeed effective in providing support in the four areas of resource specification and management requirements previously enumerated, namely: Diversity, Dynamism, Constraints, and Allocation.
The latter two case studies indeed focused on the need for Dynamism. A simple constraint was the focus of the first case study, but was also critical to the latter two case studies as well, as constraints were used as the basis for specifying that nature of the required Dynamism. Allocation was the goal of all three case studies, and thus the success of all three in delivering simulation results supports our view of the success of our approaches in supporting Allocation, although it should be noted that this initial version of ROMEO does not provide support for allocation based upon powerful and sophisticated scheduling approaches. The version of ROMEO that we have evaluated here provides only crude first-come-first-served scheduling. The ROMEO architecture treats allocation as a modular capability that could readily be implemented using a far more powerful and sophisticated approach.
Finally, we note that all of the ED processes entailed the management of a very diverse set of resources, ranging from X-Ray devices and beds to medical personnel of many different kinds. In some cases, we kept the specific ways in which the resources were used simple, partly due to space constraints and partly to maintain focus on the particular resource management capability being studied. We have presented only a selected few case studies here to make a case for the effectiveness of our approach. We have done a number of additional case studies, however, with more resource diversity, constraints, and allocation approaches. Some of these additional case studies are described in [12] . Although the presented case studies are small in number, these additional case studies suggest even more strongly that our proposed approaches have promise and that further research and evaluation is warranted.
RELATED WORK
There has been a great deal of investigation of different aspects of managing resources in wide variety areas. In this section, we present a necessarily brief summary of that work.
Workflow and process languages provide various mechanisms for resource specification and utilization [20] , [21] . Some of the workflow and process languages that address resource management issues include APEL [22] , MVP-L [23] , APPL/A [24] , Process Weaver [25] , and BPEL4WS [20] . However, the resource specification capabilities in these languages are restrictive, and their support for describing resource relationships, constraints, request specification, and resource allocation are minimal. In particular, BPEL4WS focuses mainly on web services as resource objects, and BPEL4People [26] focuses on human participation in web services. Russell et al. [8] introduces the concept of "workflow resource patterns," which seems close to the resource request specification approach presented here. But their work is based upon a restrictive definition of resources (a step can have only one resource, which corresponds to our concept of the agent for the step, but cannot specify the need for any additional resources) and does not adequately address the need for resource dynamism and constraint modeling. One particular focus of Russell's work was on categorizing different types of resource requests and resource assignments. Unlike our work, they did not deal with the potential dynamic nature of resources in complex environments.
Artificial Intelligence research has been concerned primarily with scheduling resource objects [19] , but much of that work treats scheduling as a static, well-defined optimization task, where our approach addresses the inherent need for dynamism. The operations research (OR) community has historically explored solutions to resource management problems using a combination of dynamic programming and combinatorics [27] . Ontology research is also relevant as it supports creating knowledge structures that could be used to model resources [28] . Most ontological frameworks use some sort of logic language to express these concepts and their relationships. The semantic web [29] makes heavy use of ontologies. Languages like DAML [30] , DAML+OIL, and OWL [31] are good examples of this approach. Such languages can be useful in describing structures and relationships of resource objects, but they fall short in describing resource constraints, which we have found to be essential to modeling the full range of dynamism that seems to be inherent in many real-world resource utilization policies.
There has been considerable work in modeling and simulating hospital processes. Connelly and Bair [32] present a discrete event simulation system that predicts actual patient care times using simulation. Their work uses the Extend [33] simulation system and takes into consideration such details as different paths taken by patients inside the ED, prioritized job queues, and in-job preemption of hospital activities. The model, however, does not allow for dynamically changing the capabilities offered by resources.
Draeger [34] developed simulations to assess nurse staffing concerns and alternatives for improvements. McGuire [35] discusses the use of simulation to test process improvement alternatives aimed at reducing the length of stay for ED patients. Rossetti et al. [36] looks at the use of computer simulation to test alternative ED attending physician staffing schedules and to analyze the corresponding impacts on patient throughput and resource utilization. Samaha [37] uses ED simulation studies to perform "whatif" analyses of the effect of process change and staff level change on LOS. All these simulation studies have taken a factory view of the ED, where patients come in like orders on a factory floor with fixed priority and drive the process by requesting resources. More importantly, these studies typically did not address the need to specify diverse kinds of resources, but rather were concerned with only one type of resource, i.e., either the attending physician or nurse. None of these studies considered the fundamental dynamic nature of resources in complex environments which has been a key focus of our studies.
THREATS TO VALIDITY AND SCALABILITY
Although we have carried out a substantial number of case studies on many different ED processes, simulating different complex scenarios and ED policies, more case studies in this domain, and especially in additional domains, are needed to provide a clearer view of which features of our approach seem most effective. We recognize the fact that case-studies presented here simulate processes in only a single domain, and it threatens the validity of our claim that these capabilities are indeed applicable more widely than only to this domain. We argue, however, that patient care in a hospital ED constitutes a particularly complex and dynamic process domain with substantially complicated resource requirements and constraints. Our success with this domain seems to us to be indicative that our approach can also be effective in other complex domains. In particular, early case studies [14] suggest that our approach also applies nicely to the domain of software development. In [14] , we developed simulation models of software processes where the resources were entities such as developers, testers, and project managers. Such simulations, supported by resource management capabilities of the sort we have just described, did lead to the identification of potential improvements in software development effectiveness, better understanding of more efficient resource mixes, and better policies for resource substitution.
Additionally, we have tested our approach by utilizing ROMEO to support simulation of Online Dispute Resolution processes [38] , [39] , [40] . The specific dispute resolution, or mediation, process we have experimented with was developed in collaboration with the National Mediation Board (NMB), the US government agency charged with resolution of all labor-management disputes in the US transportation industries (principally airlines and railroads). NMB was interested in incorporating process-based ODR into their activities. The ODR processes we studied [38] , [39] , [40] were developed with the aim of gaining a better understanding of NMB mediation process requirements, training new mediators, and supporting NMB's processes with automation. These processes were very large (more than 100 steps) with a very high degree of parallelism.
All of this experience suggests to us that our approach should scale reasonably well with the needs of larger and more diverse types of systems. Nevertheless, evaluation with bigger and more extensive and varied resource requirements will provide additional validation of the effectiveness of our approach and our tools.
Another area that requires further investigation is that of resource allocation. We note that the resource allocation described here is done on a first-come-first-served basis. It seems clear that such a myopic view of resource allocation can often lead to undesirable resource bottlenecks and other inefficiencies. Integrating a resource manager with an explicitly defined process, such as we have done in our work with Little-JIL/JSim, creates the possibility of obtaining and exploiting look-ahead information that could identify potential problems such as bottlenecks and lead to important improvements in resource assignment. Our preliminary work in this area [13] , [14] has provided some encouraging confirmation of this, but more extensive studies should be carried out in order to provide stronger validation.
The case-studies presented here have been done with combined input from both the tool expert as well as the domain expert. The domain expert provided the knowledge and requirements for complex resource requests and usage, while the tool expert performed the setup and execution of the resource repository, the simulation parameters, and the actual simulation runs. We believe that the resource management approach and the architecture we have presented, however, can be picked up, developed, and utilized by computing professionals and researchers in many different research areas and domains. We have subsequently been working on enhancing the toolset to make it more readily usable by domain experts themselves, without the need for help from the tool expert. This will increase the usability of our toolset and should widen the community of those able to use it correctly and effectively.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Specification and management of resources is a problem for systems in many domains. This paper identified key problems posed by requirements for Diversity, Dynamism, Constraints, and Allocation in the specification and management of resources. We proposed a novel characterization of the nature of resources, suggested a generic resource management framework, built a prototype, and evaluated our characterization and approach primarily by driving discrete event simulations of patient care in a hospital ED. The results obtained suggest the effectiveness of our conceptualization of resources and the framework we have proposed in a particularly complex and dynamic domain.
We have found the prototype that we developed, ROMEO, to be useful in multiple ways. In addition to being a vehicle for evaluating the usefulness our ideas and technological approach, it greatly facilitated the work of contriving simulations of different resource assignment strategies. In the specific domain of hospital Emergency Department processes, this has led to suggestions for potentially significant improvements in the functioning of a hospital ED (some of these have been suggested by the case studies described here). More generally, however, it seems to suggest that this approach to resource specification and management could be quite useful in addressing the needs for better resource management in other challenging and critical domains. We feel that this study presents a strong case in favor of further investigation of applying our proposed approach to managing diverse resources in other highly dynamic and complex environments.
